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Folklore is a solo show of traditional Gond artwork by 
Dhavat singh from Pattangarh, Chhattisgarh. Gallery 
Ragini is committed to supporting traditional Indian 
arts and the Ambassador acts as an important platform 
bringing art directly to an influential audience.

I am grateful to the Ambassador for their support and 
appreciation of our work. I would like to extend my 
gratitude to Mr Parimo for his belief in us.

Nidhi jyoti jain



Folklore
Stories have always been an integral part of our existence. They seamlessly form part 
of all aspects of our life, starting from bedtime stories to our records of history to 
reliving memories of our own personal history. Our first introduction to the outside 
world is given to us by our parents as they spin stories of fiction and their memories. 
These spoken words shape our thoughts and experience throughout life.

In any part of the world, the literature that exists can always be traced back to the oral 
traditions that form part of its cultural history. Even Homer’s Greek classics, which act 
as the foundation of European literature, stem from spoken poems and epics which 
slowly faded away with the rise of other forms of media.

India has had a long-standing tradition of oral epics. What separates the Indian traditions 
from others in the world is the sheer number and variations that exist, passed through 
generations and some even being recited today. Long epics like the Mahabharata and 
Ramayana are accompanied by small stories, poems and myths which are part of the 
myriad diverse cultures that can be found in the country. Vernacular traditions tend 
to praise kings and local deities or just small stories about people, birds, animals and 
nature which teach valuable lessons of life.
 
A flight from Delhi to Raipur followed by a six-hour journey on road leads to Amarkantak, 
the origin of the Narmada. Patangarh is a further 20km away. There is little to no phone 
connectivity in the area with a noticeable lack of network towers in parts of the journey. 
Forced to truly take in the surrounding, you start to notice the small houses, many with 
intricate paintings and patterns on the wall. Every one of them has a story to tell.

I visited the Patangarh during the winter, avoiding the harsh summer heat, while writing 
a research paper on vernacular housing in the region. At first glance, it is like any other 

village in India, some ‘pucca’ houses stemming off the highway and towards the fields. 
But on dwelling further through the gentle slopes, you’re met with their beautiful small 
mud houses, decorated with the traditional style of Gond painting. Every mural has a 
significant meaning or narrative which stems from the local stories, the folklore.

The words of folklore are rarely written down and only now, when the fear of oblivion 
looms. During my time in Patangarh, the people welcomed me into their homes and 
told me not just about the architecture I was studying but about their mural, paintings, 
rituals and most importantly, their stories. Every villager had a story to tell, most of all 
the matriarch of Dhavat’s family.
 
The paintings that Dhavat creates reflect the same beauty and charm as the village 
he hails from. He dwells into the different stories – of birds ready to hold up the sky, 
peacocks losing their crowns to vanity and even the coming into being of the Earth 
– with attention to detail, crafting a narrative that draws and retains ones attention.

When he talks about his work, Dhavat turns into a storyteller. He takes pride in the 
small eccentricities of the stories, brightens as he retells a childhood favorite and 
laughs at the peculiar behavior of some characters. He seamlessly makes his way 
through different stories, pausing to highlight details on paintings that represent 
elements of a plot or character.

Through his work, Dhavat honors his roots and it helps him draw his culture into the 
contemporary world rather than watching it retreat into museums.  

Ragini Jyoti Jain

Untitled • Dry pastel and gauche on paper • 12x12 inches (each) • 2018
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Pathari Chirai (the sParrow that takes shelter 
uNder the roCks)

The small bird is one of the only creatures that can be seen up and about 
during the harsh summers of Patangarh. It is able to hide in the shade of 
small rocks owing to its small size. The pathari chirai spends its day changing 
between sitting on the rock or hiding in its shade.

PATHARI CHIRAI | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 42 x 46 Inches

kad Bhagoda

Farmers in Patangarh build scarecrows, “Kad Bhagoda” in local jargon, 
using sticks, old clothes and an upturned pot for the face. This keeps away 
the birds from freshly planted seeds till they grow into saplings.

Agriculture is the main source of income for the community. They spend most 
of their time in the fields and this work is a depiction of the ways in which 
farmers go about their work.

KAD BHAGODA | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 41 x 48 Inches
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THe COROnATIOn Of THe Owl | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 26 x 33 Inches

the PeaCoCk’s Pride

Initially, the birds have no king and decide to elect the peacock over the 
owl. Delighted, the peacock sets off to get ready for its coronation. Vanity 
takes over and the birds grow restless as the peacock spends an age getting 
dressed. Finally running out of patience, they crown the wise owl instead. 
The owl goes on to become a great king much to the envy of the peacock. 

The three artworks: The coronation of the owl, What could have been and The 
owl, a great ruler, with its subjects revolve around the same story.

wHAT COulD HAve Been 
Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches

THe Owl, A GReAT RuleR, wITH ITs suBJeCTs 
Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches
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the Bird who waNted to Be atlas

When God created the peacock, he made its different body parts before 
joining them together. The tithi bird spied on this process and managed to 
steal the long legs which would help it hold up the sky. In their stead, it left 
its own stout legs for the peacock.

The painting depicts the peacock – a notoriously vain bird – as extremely 
conscious of its short legs, saddened every time it looks towards them. 

THe BIRD wHO wAnTeD TO Be ATlAs | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 40 x 50 Inches

GHAR CHuHHI | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 38 x 50 Inches

ghar Chuhhi

Patangarh sees a large amount of rainfall every year. The people prepare for 
the heavy monsoon by repairing their roofs and walls. The gentle slopes that 
the village rests on prevents flooding but even minor issues in the roof can 
cause a lot of trouble. The Ghar Chhuhi brings warning of the monsoon so 
that people can set up to survive the long month of rains.
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BAJ THe sORCeReR | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 33 x 62 Inches

Baj the sorCeror 

The Baj flies over fields 
and forest looking for 
food. When it senses 
prey, it pauses and flaps it 
wings to properly survey. 
The flapping wings create 
a powerful magic field 
which traps small animals 
within itself. The Baj then 
decides on which animal 
it wants to prey on and 
easily catches it.

JHulnI CHIRAI | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 27 x 33 Inches

jhulNi Chirai (the sParrow aNd her swiNgiNg Nest)

The bird creates a nest that, like a monkey, hangs of the tree. The painting 
depicts a house, the bird’s nest, hanging off a branch. The shape and the 
size of the nest are unique leading to many stories about how it was made 
and what’s inside.

The painting is Dhavat’s take on the interior of the nest, portraying it akin to 
the interior of a traditional Gond house.
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TITHI CHIRAI | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 28 x 35 Inches

tithi Chirai (tithi the sParrow)

Extremely vary of its harsh surrounding and afraid of the end of the world, 
the Tithi bird is a unique character in the folk tales of Patangarh. It sleeps 
away from trees and worries what might fall off them, all the while awaiting 
the date on which the sky will ultimately fall. In preparation, it sleeps with its 
legs facing the sky, ready to bear its load and prevent it from crushing the 
world when the inevitable happens.

 BHARRI PAKsHI | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 11 x 17 Inches

Bharri Pakshi (Bharri, the Bird)

The bird takes flight as it begins a chant, spreading its message far and 
wide. It flies straight up into the sky and stops only once its chant finishes, 
retreating to the ground and waiting for its next flight.
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THe PeACOCK AnD THe TRee 2 | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 11 x 15 Inches

the PeaCoCk aNd the tree

When its feathers fan out in all its 
glory, the peacock is unable to fly 
up onto a tree. The beauty of the 
peacock with spread feathers sitting 
on a tree is a view that we aren’t able 
to see. 

Dhavat has envisioned this view and 
created a glimpse of it for all of us.

THe PeACOCK AnD THe TRee 1 
Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches

THe MOTHeR TRee | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 10 x 14 Inches

the Mother tree

“Like a mother shelters and protects her children, giving her all to care for 
them, the mother tree protects birds and animals with every part of itself. It 
protects them from the harsh surroundings and from falling prey.”

The tree is revered by the tribal community. They see it in the form of their 
mother, who protects them, or in the form of a goddess, who they worship.
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THe CIRCle 1 | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches

the CirCle

Goraiya lays eggs in a nest on a tree, trying to ensure they are hidden from predators. 
But they catch the eye of the King of Crows who decides to eat them. She sends him 
to wash his face and wings and claims the delicate eggs will taste better after.This 
sends the Crow moving in a long winding circle to attain the eggs.First to the well for 
water, who asks him to bring a vessel..To the potter, who asks him to bring mud...To 
the Earth God, who asks him to bring deer horns to dig...To the deer, who challenges 
him to get the dog to capture and kill him...To the dog, who shreds but needs milk for 
energy...To the cow, who asks for fodder...To the grass, who asks him to bring a tool to 
cut some of it...And finally, to the blacksmith who fashions him a cutter but hangs it 
fresh and hot around his neck, burning him.And so, the Crow’s greed brings his end 
while Goraiya’s eggs remain safe.

THe CIRCle 2 | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 26 x 33 Inches
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THe MOTHeR BIRD | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 11 x 17 Inches

the Mother Bird

She carefully crafts a nest and lays her eggs. When they hatch, she takes 
care of her children till they develop and fly away. Every day, she searches 
for food, carries it back in her mouth to the nest at the end of the day and 
then feeds her children.

RAI BIDHAnI 2 | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 20 x 14 Inches

‘rai BidhaNi’ (the Beloved sister) - the Bird, 
the Fish aNd the daMsel iN distress

Three bothers and their wives live along with the brothers’ sister 
in a seemingly happily household. But all is not as it looks – 
the wives are extremely jealous of the love showered by their 
husbands on the sister, Rai Bidhani.

They take her to the stream nearby while her brothers are away 
and make a deal with a fish who swallows her to take her away. 
But he is unable to move with the added weight and gets stuck 
floating near the top.

This makes it an easy target for the birds and it is caught by one 
of them. As she starts to pick his flesh, she discovers the Rai 
Bidhani inside. She offers her shelter in her nest and asks that the 
sister care for her children as she gathers food.

The brothers, while returning, take rest under her tree. She 
catches sight of them and the sadness brings tears, which fall 
on the brothers’ heads and startles them. They find her and on 
finding out the truth, take her home and punish their wives.

RAI BIDHAnI 1  
Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches
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THe KOYAl AnD THe CROw | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches

the koyal aNd the Crow

The koyal was born from the shadow cast by a crow when it sat on a recently 
dug burial spot. Later, the koyal watched as the mother crow built her nest 
and instead of following, she simply started laying her eggs in the other’s 
nest. The mother crow cares for the chicks as her own, only realizing the 
trickery once they grow. The actions of the koyal led to the long0standing 
rift between the two birds, who don’t get along even today.

 THe lIOns AnD THe PIGs | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches

the lioN aNd the Pig

Lions and pigs were great friends in the beginning of time. However, their 
children did not get along. Every evening the piglets would complain that 
the cubs chased them and hit them. The mother pig grew scared that one 
day, when they were grown enough, the cubs would eat her children. So, she 
forced that the two families start living separately and now, tigers and pigs 
are never seen together.
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THe COnCePTIOn Of THe eARTH | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches

the CoNCePtioN oF the earth

Before life as we know existed, there was only water on the surface of the Earth. He 
rubbed together dust from his own skin to create a crow. He tasked the crow with 
finding mud and fed him his milk, which would allow the crow to complete his search 
without feeling hunger or thirst again.

The crow flew for days looking for mud but found only water in every direction, tiring 
out as there was no place to stop and rest. He grew restless, lost hope and came to 
the conclusion that God had created the crow to have fun with it, playing with it and 
making it fly around aimlessly.

Spotting a crab floating on the water, the crow flew down and sat on its shell to rest. 
Confused, the crab asked the crow what who he was and what he was doing and the 
crow regaled his dilemma. The crab was a soldier in the army of a king who had mud, 
the kind of Patal – Nal Raj and offers him help.

The crab grabs a hold of the crow and takes him to Patal. There he introduces the 
crow in court and requests that mud be given to him as he is a representative of God. 
But the earthworms of the kingdom swallow all the mud in the fear that all of it will 
be taken away from them.

To keep his word, the crab uses his pincers to split open the earthworms and the crow 
is able to retrieve mud. He returns to God who then uses the mud to create land.
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THe CReATIOn Of BIRDs | Ink and Organic Paint On Paper | 14 x 20 Inches

the CreatioN oF Birds

God created trees to help provide fruit for human and 
animal. But they were too tall for those on the ground 
to reach. So, he created birds, giving them wings to 
fly and reach the fruit. There is saying amongst locals 
of Patangarh that fruits that have been bitten by 
birds are the sweetest.

dhavat singh did an M. Tech and was working when the call 

Gond paintings became so pronounced that he left his job and 

began to paint. Before his marriage, he had never painted. He 

had seen Jangarh Singh Shyam’s paintings and was drawn to 

them but never though he would paint. When he got married 

to Jangarh Singh Shyam’s daughter, he found everyone around 

him, painting the whole day. Soon he began to paint and 

realized how much joyful it was. Very soon, Dhavat created a 

space for himself. The animal world and the world of tales are 

his main motifs. Having spent most of his life in the city, Dhavat 

had never known about Gond culture so well. The world of 

painting has given him a firm rooting in Gond culture and art.
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Phone : +91-9811252305, +91-9811026230, 011-43821100 
galleryragini@gmail.com, www.galleryragini.com
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